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SUMMARY

While the core splicing machinery is highly
conserved between budding yeast and
mammals, the absence of alternative splicing
in Saccharomyces cerevisiae raises the funda-
mental question of why introns have been
retained in �5% of the 6000 genes. Because
ribosomal protein-encoding genes (RPGs) are
highly overrepresented in the set of intron-
containing genes, we tested the hypothesis
that splicing of these transcripts would be reg-
ulated under conditions in which translation is
impaired. Using a microarray-based strategy,
we find that, within minutes after the induction
of amino acid starvation, the splicing of the
majority of RPGs is specifically inhibited. In
response to an unrelated stress, exposure to
toxic levels of ethanol, splicing of a different
group of transcripts is inhibited, while the
splicing of a third set is actually improved. We
propose that regulation of splicing, like
transcription, can afford rapid and specific
changes in gene expression in response to the
environment.

INTRODUCTION

Messenger RNA splicing is an essential part of eukaryotic

gene expression as the coding regions of most eukaryotic

genes are interrupted by noncoding introns. In higher

eukaryotes, the process of splicing is utilized to regulate

both qualitative and quantitative aspects of gene expres-

sion (reviewed in Black, 2000; Blencowe, 2006). Alter-

ations in the pattern of splice site usage in multi-intronic

transcripts can produce a spectrum of protein isoforms

from a single genomic locus, greatly expanding the

genetic repertoire of an organism. Furthermore, when

coupled to nonsense-mediated decay, alternative splicing

can function as an ‘‘on/off’’ switch by introducing prema-

ture termination codons, thereby directing mRNA degra-

dation (Lewis et al., 2003; Mitrovich and Anderson, 2000).
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By contrast, only �5% of genes in the budding yeast

Saccharomyces cerevisiae are intron containing, and

with few exceptions these genes have only a single intron

(Spingola et al., 1999). Splice site sequences in yeast

introns generally conform to a strict consensus, and docu-

mented instances of alternative splicing are rare (Davis

et al., 2000). Nonetheless, a number of examples of regu-

lated splicing have been demonstrated in yeast, including

a set of transcripts that are constitutively transcribed but

are efficiently spliced only during meiosis (Davis et al.,

2000; Juneau et al., 2007; Nandabalan et al., 1993). These

introns, as well as the autoregulated introns in Rpl30 and

Yra1, all contain nonconsensus splice sites, which are

required for regulation (Eng and Warner, 1991; Preker

et al., 2002). However, because most yeast introns contain

consensus splice site sequences, it has remained un-

known whether splicing could function as a more general

regulator of gene expression.

Interestingly, the set of intron-containing genes in yeast

includes many metabolic regulators and is highly enriched

for ribosomal protein genes (RPGs). Of the 139 RPGs

encoded in the yeast genome, 102 are interrupted by at

least one intron, making this by far the largest functional

category. It has been previously established that starva-

tion for amino acids leads to transcriptional repression of

RPG synthesis, repression of rRNA synthesis, a general

repression of translation, and an upregulation of enzymes

involved in amino acid biosynthesis through a process

controlled by the nonessential kinase Gcn2 (Chen and

Powers, 2006; Cherkasova and Hinnebusch, 2003; Dever

et al., 1992; Hinnebusch, 2005). Because of the overrepre-

sentation of translational components among the intron-

containing genes, we hypothesized that the splicing of

these transcripts might also be regulated in response to

amino acid starvation.

Here we have taken a microarray-based strategy to ex-

amine the transcript-specific splicing changes resulting

from exposure to two unrelated but environmentally rele-

vant stresses: amino acid starvation and ethanol toxicity.

We find that the splicing of the majority of RPGs is in-

hibited within minutes of inducing amino acid starvation.

By comparison, exposure to toxic levels of ethanol, which

is not known to induce a global repression of translation,

has little effect on the splicing of the RPG transcripts.
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Rather, in response to the latter stress, the splicing of

a different set of transcripts is downregulated, while the

splicing efficiency of a third group of transcripts is im-

proved. The specificity of these responses and the speed

of their onset argue that splicing provides an important

opportunity for regulation of gene expression in response

to environmental stress. Furthermore, the capacity for

transcription-independent regulation may explain the

evolutionary retention of introns in these genes.

RESULTS

A Genome-wide Approach to Examining
Pre-mRNA Splicing
We have employed a microarray-based strategy to moni-

tor quantitative changes in the splicing of �250 intron-

containing yeast transcripts in response to alterations in

the environment. The microarrays contain three different

oligonucleotide probes targeting each intron-containing

gene, as described previously (Clark et al., 2002; Pleiss

et al., 2007). These probes allow for the independent

determination of differences in the levels of the precursor

mRNA species (probe P), mature mRNA species (probe

M), and total transcript (probe T) between two samples

(Figure 1). Whereas analysis of a traditional expression

array hinges upon a single measurement of the relative

abundance of a transcript in an experimental and refer-

ence sample, analysis of changes in the splicing behavior

of a transcript requires the simultaneous consideration of

the relative behaviors of all three types of probes. By

examining the behavior of both the precursor species

and the mature species against the background of

changes in the total level of transcript, splicing efficiency

can be distinguished from overall changes in transcript

levels (Pleiss et al., 2007). Thus, a splicing profile can be

generated and used to identify transcripts whose splicing

is affected by an experimental treatment.

Changes in Pre-mRNA Splicing in Response
to Amino Acid Starvation
We began by examining the cellular response to amino

acid starvation. Amino acid starvation was induced by

addition of the histidine-mimic 3-aminotriazole (3AT)

Figure 1. Splicing-Specific Microarrays

Probes targeting intron-containing genes are designed to detect the

precursor species (P), the mature species (M), or the total transcript (T).
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(Hinnebusch, 2005). Cells were collected at several short

times after either a mock treatment or exposure to

50 mM 3AT. Figure 2A shows the time-resolved splicing

profiles for each intron-containing gene obtained from

microarray experiments comparing RNA isolated from

cells exposed to these two treatments. Genes have

been divided into two groups: RPGs and non-RPGs.

Within these groups, the genes are ordered based on

the similarity of the behavior of their three feature types

across the amino acid starvation time course. Notably,

the splicing of the majority of RPG transcripts is rapidly

reduced, as evidenced by the increased abundance of

precursor mRNA in starved relative to unstarved cells.

Not surprisingly, because RPG transcripts exhibit a strong

partitioning toward their spliced form (Pleiss et al., 2007),

little decrease is seen in the level of mature mRNA for

these species during the short time course of 3AT expo-

sure. By comparison, little change is seen in the level of

pre-mRNA for any of the non-RPG transcripts. Interest-

ingly, several non-RPG transcripts do show a rapid

decrease in the level of total mRNA and mature mRNA

present, suggesting that the mature forms of these tran-

scripts may be rapidly destabilized in response to amino

acid starvation.

Quantitative RT-PCR Validation of Splicing
Inhibition
To validate the observed response to amino acid starva-

tion, quantitative RT-PCR experiments using both intron-

and exon-specific primers were employed. As seen in

Figure 3, results from the quantitative PCR assay are in

good agreement with the microarray data. Both methods

show accumulation of the RPG pre-mRNAs correspond-

ing to Rpl21a and Rpl17b at very short time points after

induction of amino acid starvation. As seen in Figure S1

in the Supplemental Data available with this article online,

nearly equal levels of accumulation are detected when

using primers that include the intron and the entire second

exon, demonstrating that the accumulating product is in

fact an unspliced species. By contrast, no defect is

detected in the splicing of either the U3 pre-snRNA or

the Tef4 pre-mRNA.

Comparison with a General Inhibition of Splicing
Because ribosomal proteins are highly transcribed

(Holstege et al., 1998), it was important to demonstrate

that the observed RPG-specific phenotype truly results

from an RPG-specific change in splicing and does not

simply suggest that these pre-mRNAs are more likely to

show accumulation given their high level of transcription.

Thus, we compared the splicing profile derived from

amino acid starvation to that seen after inactivation of

a core spliceosomal factor. Figure 2B shows the splicing

profile resulting from shifting a strain containing the tem-

perature-sensitive prp8-1 mutant to the nonpermissive

temperature. PRP8 encodes a stable component of the

U5 small nuclear RNP, and mutations in Prp8 are ex-

pected to result in defects in the splicing of most actively
ell 27, 928–937, September 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 929
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Figure 2. Regulation of Pre-mRNA Splicing in Response to Amino Acid Starvation

Time-resolved splicing profiles resulting from comparisons of (A) wild-type cells either treated with 50 mM 3AT or mock treated for 2, 4, 6, 10, 15, and

20 min; (B) prp8-1 and wild-type cells shifted from 25�C to 37�C for 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 min; and (C) wild-type cells compared to cells deleted for

either RRP6, RAI1, RTT103, SKI2, UPF1, or XRN1. Also included is a comparison of two wild-type strains. The transcripts are ordered identically in all

images.
transcribed pre-mRNAs. In response to inactivation of

prp8-1, the fold increases in pre-mRNA levels are nearly

equal for RPG and non-RPG transcripts alike. This

strongly suggests that amino acid starvation does not im-

part a global defect in splicing but instead that the splicing

of RPG transcripts is specifically downregulated. Impor-

tantly, these experiments also demonstrate the relative

stability of the mature forms of the RPG mRNAs in re-

sponse to defects in splicing; whereas the decreases in

mature levels for many non-RPG transcripts are apparent

within minutes of inactivation of Prp8, very little decrease

in the level of mature RPG transcripts can be observed

during the prp8-1 time course.

Reduced RNA Turnover Is Unlikely to Account
for the Increased Pre-mRNA Levels
Considered a priori, two different mechanisms could ac-

count for the observed accumulation of RPG transcript

pre-mRNA during amino acid starvation. First, a reduction

in the splicing efficiency of these transcripts could lead to

an increase in their pre-mRNA levels. Alternatively, some

fraction of these pre-mRNAs may normally be targeted

to a decay pathway prior to their processing by the spli-

ceosome. In this case, the specific inhibition of their decay

could result in an increase in pre-mRNA levels. To discrim-
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inate between these possibilities, we asked whether RPG

pre-mRNAs as a class are specifically stabilized in the

absence of any one of a number of different components

involved in RNA turnover. Figure 2C shows the splicing

profiles resulting from deletion of the following: RRP6,

a component of the nuclear exosome (Houseley et al.,

2006); RAI1 and RTT103, two components of the Rat1 nu-

clear decay pathway (Kim et al., 2004); SKI2, a regulator of

30 to 50 decay (Frischmeyer et al., 2002; van Hoof et al.,

2002); UPF1, a component of the nonsense-mediated

degradation pathway (Leeds et al., 1991); or XRN1, a cyto-

plasmic 50 to 30 exonuclease (Fillman and Lykke-Ander-

sen, 2005). Notably, while the genome-wide changes in

mRNA levels resulting from deletion of many of these fac-

tors have previously been reported (He et al., 2003; Lelivelt

and Culbertson, 1999; Wyers et al., 2005), our experi-

ments specifically address the behavior of the pre-

mRNA species.

Importantly, there is no evidence from these experi-

ments that RPG pre-mRNAs as a class are constitutively

degraded at significant levels under normal growth condi-

tions. By contrast, our data validate several pre-mRNAs

that were previously shown to be stabilized in response

to mutations in these decay pathways. For example, the

RPL28 pre-mRNA is strongly stabilized in the absence of
lsevier Inc.
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Figure 3. Quantitative RT-PCR Validates the Rapid, Tran-

script-Specific Downregulation of Splicing in Response to

Amino Acid Starvation

The behaviors of RPL21a, RPL17b, HIS4, U3 snRNA, and TEF4 were

examined using primers specific to intron regions (red squares) or

exon regions (blue diamonds). Error bars are the result of triplicate

measurements from a single biological sample.
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UPF1 (He et al., 1993). Also, as we had previously shown

(Preker and Guthrie, 2006), the YRA1 pre-mRNA is

strongly stabilized in the absence of XRN1. Several addi-

tional pre-mRNAs are also stabilized in response to each

of these mutations. While we cannot formally rule out the

possibility that a different, completely nonoverlapping

degradation pathway may contribute to the phenotype

observed in response to amino acid starvation, our results

strongly suggest that the increased levels of pre-mRNA

result from a failure of these transcripts to be efficiently

spliced.

Gcn2 Is Not Required for the Spliceosomal
Response to Amino Acid Starvation
Given the well-defined role of Gcn2 in regulating the

response to amino acid starvation, it was important to de-

termine whether the observed splicing changes were also

dependent upon the activity of this nonessential kinase.

The accumulation of uncharged tRNAs resulting from

amino acid starvation is known to activate Gcn2, which

subsequently phosphorylates the initiation factor eIF-2a,

causing a general decrease in translation initiation (Dong

et al., 2000). By a mechanism that is now well understood,

this results in the paradoxical increase in translation of the

transcription factor Gcn4 (Hinnebusch, 1997), which leads

to the transcriptional upregulation of numerous genes

involved in amino acid biosynthesis (Natarajan et al.,

2001). Interestingly, as seen in Figure 3, the onset of the

splicing response appears to precede the transcriptional

upregulation of one Gcn4 target, HIS4, suggesting that

the changes in splicing are independent of the Gcn4-

mediated transcriptional response.

Using a strain deleted for GCN2, we repeated our

experiment by comparing an untreated sample with one

exposed to 3AT. As expected, the Dgcn2 strain is largely

unable to effect the upregulation of the biosynthetic genes

in response to amino acid starvation (Figures 4A and 4B).

Nonetheless, the capacity of this strain to downregulate

RPG splicing is nearly unchanged. Indeed, a direct exper-

imental comparison of the amino acid starvation re-

sponses of a wild-type and a Dgcn2 strain both treated

with 3AT demonstrates their highly divergent transcrip-

tional responses but nearly identical splicing responses

(Figure 4C). Interestingly, slight differences are apparent

between the two strains at the longer time points, with

more pre-mRNA accumulation apparent in the Dgcn2

strain. We presume this difference reflects the Gcn2-

dependent global downregulation of RPG transcription

known to accompany amino acid starvation. The onset

of this transcriptional program presumably limits pre-

mRNA accumulation in the wild-type cells.

Distinct Splicing Regulation Is Observed
in Response to Ethanol Toxicity
To determine whether splicing changes affecting the RPG

transcripts are specific to the cellular response to amino

acid starvation or reflect a more general response to unfa-

vorable growth conditions, we examined the effects of
ell 27, 928–937, September 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 931
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Figure 4. The Splicing Response to Amino Acid Starvation Does Not Require the Activity of Gcn2

Time-resolved splicing profiles resulting from (A) wild-type cells treated with 50 mM 3AT compared to mock-treated, (B) cells deleted for GCN2

treated with 50 mM 3AT compared to mock-treated, or (C) wild-type cells treated with 50 mM 3AT compared to cells deleted for GCN2 treated

with 50 mM 3AT. Included in the final set is a comparison of the wild-type strain with the GCN2-deleted strain in the absence of 3AT.
exposure to toxic levels of ethanol. Figure 5A shows the

kinetic response of wild-type cells to ethanol toxicity. Inter-

estingly, in response to ethanol exposure, a small number

of transcripts decrease in splicing efficiency (marked with

a red bar in Figure 5A and highlighted in the top of Fig-

ure 5B). As seen in Figure 5C, these transcripts show no

splicing defect in response to amino acid starvation. Nota-

bly, the splicing efficiency of a second small subset of

transcripts actually increases in response to ethanol

(marked with a green bar in Figure 5A and highlighted at

the bottom of Figure 5B). These transcripts likewise

showed no change in splicing efficiency in response to

amino acid starvation. A full comparison of the responses

to amino acid starvation and toxic ethanol shown in Fig-
932 Molecular Cell 27, 928–937, September 21, 2007 ª2007 Els
ure 6 reveals their nonoverlapping nature, demonstrating

that the splicing changes are specifically tailored to each

of these particular environmental stresses.

DISCUSSION

Here we have taken a microarray-based approach to ex-

amine the capacity of pre-mRNA splicing in the budding

yeast, S. cerevisiae, to be regulated in response to

changes in environment. In response to amino acid star-

vation, the splicing efficiency of nearly all RPG transcripts

is rapidly downregulated. Interestingly, these changes in

splicing efficiency, unlike previously described responses

to amino acid starvation, are not dependent upon the
evier Inc.
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Figure 5. Regulation of Pre-mRNA Splicing in Response to Ethanol Toxicity

(A) Time-resolved splicing profiles resulting from comparisons of wild-type cells either treated with 10% ethanol or mock treated for 5, 10, 15, 20, 25,

and 30 min.

(B) Genes whose splicing is downregulated (top panel, also highlighted with a red bar in [A]) or upregulated (bottom panel, also highlighted with a green

bar in [A]).

(C) Behavior of genes highlighted in (B) in response to amino acid starvation.
activity of the Gcn2 kinase. Furthermore, this response

appears specific to amino acid starvation, as a different

environmental stress, exposure to toxic levels of ethanol,

does not globally repress RPG splicing. Instead, ethanol

toxicity induces a unique spliceosomal response wherein

the splicing efficiency of a different set of transcripts is

downregulated while the splicing efficiency of another

group of transcripts is improved.

The splicing architecture present in yeast is simple rela-

tive to higher eukaryotes. Very few genes in yeast contain

multiple introns, and yeast introns tend to conform to tight

consensus sequences at their splice sites, precluding the

process of alternative splicing so rampant in metazoans.

As such, it has been unclear whether yeast has retained

the capacity to extensively regulate the activity of this

step in gene expression. However, our experiments

demonstrate that the splicing efficiency of distinct sets

of transcripts can be rapidly and specifically modulated

in response to changing environmental conditions. We

have recently reported that mutations in core spliceoso-

mal components can lead to transcript-specific defects

in splicing (Pleiss et al., 2007), demonstrating that the

yeast splicing architecture exhibits the physical capacity

to differentiate among transcripts. Importantly, the results

of our current experiments suggest that there must exist in
Molecular C
yeast mechanisms to differentiate splicing activity even

among the many transcripts that contain strong consen-

sus splice sites.

The Biology of Splicing Regulation
The splicing changes observed in response to amino acid

starvation can be readily rationalized: under conditions in

which translational resources are limiting, the spliceo-

some can rapidly downregulate the synthesis of new ribo-

somal components. Under normal growth conditions,

wild-type yeast devote a significant fraction of their meta-

bolic resources to the synthesis of new ribosomes. Many

steps in this pathway are known to be tightly regulated,

presumably reflecting the importance of optimizing the

process of ribosome production (Warner, 1999). Our re-

sults suggest an explanation for the prevalence of introns

in RPGs in that they may offer an additional level at which

translational capacity can be coordinately regulated.

Moreover, the provocative result that the splicing of cer-

tain transcripts can be rapidly upregulated in response to

ethanol toxicity suggests that not all yeast transcripts are

processed by the spliceosome at maximal efficiency at all

times. Indeed, upregulation of the splicing of these genes

potentially allows for a rapid increase in protein expression

without the need for de novo transcription. An analogy can
ell 27, 928–937, September 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 933
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Figure 6. Comparison of Splicing Re-

sponses to Amino Acid Starvation and

Ethanol Toxicity

The order of genes is identical to that shown in

Figure 2.
be drawn with the unfolded protein response, in which

induction of splicing of the Hac1 transcription factor, in

this case by a nonspliceosomal mechanism, allows for

a rapid response to the stress in the absence of new tran-

scription (Sidrauski and Walter, 1997). Remarkably, one of

the transcripts whose splicing is improved after ethanol

exposure encodes Srb2, a nonessential component of

the Mediator complex of transcription factors. Our results

suggest that expression of this conserved coactivator of

transcription can also be regulated at the level of splicing

and that splicing can in turn act to regulate transcription.

Mechanisms of Splicing Regulation
While it is true that yeast splice sites generally adhere to

a strict consensus, all previously documented cases of

regulated splicing in yeast rely on the presence of subop-

timal splice site sequences. For example, a nonconsensus

50 splice site in the Rpl30 transcript is necessary to main-

tain a splicing-based autoregulatory feedback loop (Eng

and Warner, 1991). Likewise, nonconsensus 50 splice sites

in the transcripts of MER2 and MER3 are necessary for

their positive regulation during meiosis (Nandabalan

et al., 1993). However, splice site sequences alone are

insufficient to explain the transcript-specific changes we

have observed during amino acid starvation, as no unique

sequences have been identified within this group of tran-

scripts (Figure S2). Another potential explanation is based

on the observation that, as a class, RPG introns tend to be

significantly larger in size than introns in other yeast genes:
934 Molecular Cell 27, 928–937, September 21, 2007 ª2007 E
the median RPG intron is �400 nucleotides in length,

whereas the median non-RPG intron is only �130 nucleo-

tides. Nevertheless, size alone is also insufficient to

explain the specificity, as the splicing of non-RPGs such

as Act1, whose intron contains 308 nucleotides, is unaf-

fected during amino acid starvation. Thus, other currently

unknown cis-acting features must contribute to the

observed specificity.

In higher eukaryotes, members of the large SR and

hnRNP families of regulatory proteins are known to play

major roles in regulating alternative splicing decisions.

By comparison, the spectrum of yeast proteins belonging

to these families is reduced, and it remains unknown

whether these proteins play any role in regulating splicing

activity in yeast. Instead, recent evidence suggests that

‘‘specificity’’ factors will include core components of the

spliceosome itself. RNAi-mediated knockdowns in flies

of several essential splicing factors have been shown to

have differential effects on the splicing of alternative exons

(Park et al., 2004). Likewise, our recent microarray analy-

ses of point mutations in conserved, core splicing compo-

nents (Pleiss et al., 2007) also revealed remarkably tran-

script-specific effects that were not readily accounted

for by splice site sequences per se. In particular, we

previously demonstrated that the spliceosome interacts

with RPG transcripts in a fundamentally different way

than it does with non-RPG transcripts. The similar behav-

ior of RPG pre-mRNAs in response to perturbations in

essential, core spliceosomal components may well
lsevier Inc.
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underlie the behavior of these pre-mRNAs in response to

amino acid starvation.

We previously proposed that the rate of cotranscrip-

tional loading of spliceosomal components would be

higher for RPG transcripts than for non-RPG transcripts

(Pleiss et al., 2007). Consistent with this proposal, recent

genome-wide chromatin immunoprecipitation experi-

ments demonstrated a higher density of the U1 snRNP

on RPGs than nonribosomal protein genes (Tardiff et al.,

2006). Conceivably, modification of a common spliceoso-

mal factor that affects the cotranscriptional engagement

of the spliceosome could be responsible for the RPG-

specific reduction of splicing efficiency seen in response

to amino acid starvation. By comparison, a separate

genome-wide experiment (Moore et al., 2006) showed

that the transcript encoding Srb2 is one of a small number

of intron-containing transcripts that fails to engage with

the spliceosome cotranscriptionally. The improved splic-

ing seen for this transcript in response to toxic ethanol

may therefore also depend upon its ability to efficiently

recruit active spliceosomes. For example, these data

suggest that under normal growth conditions the Srb2

transcript is inefficiently engaged by the spliceosome but

that under conditions of ethanol toxicity spliceosomal re-

cruitment is increased, allowing for more efficient splicing.

Further characterization of the behavior of this transcript

will likely provide important insights into the general mech-

anism by which transcripts engage spliceosomes.

Connecting the Spliceosome to Cellular
Environment
An important question for the future regards the mecha-

nisms by which environmental signals are transduced to

the splicing machinery. The unique molecular profiles ob-

served in response to two unrelated physiological

stresses suggest that at least two independent pathways

connect the spliceosome with the cellular environment.

The rapid onset of the molecular defects in response to

amino acid starvation suggests that posttranslational

modifications of spliceosomal components might likely

be involved in this regulation. Interestingly, recent evi-

dence suggests a potential role for ubiquitin in regulating

the splicing cycle (Bellare et al., 2006). Alternatively, phos-

phorylation and methylation of regulatory proteins play an

important role in regulating splicing in higher eukaryotes

and would be obvious candidates in yeast as well (Shin

and Manley, 2004). Nevertheless, the candidate most

likely to control such a signaling pathway in response to

amino acid starvation, the Gcn2 kinase, is not essential

for the spliceosomal response. Rather, our results imply

the existence of a previously uncharacterized signaling

pathway linking amino acid starvation with transcript-spe-

cific changes in pre-mRNA splicing.

Implications
The findings presented here argue strongly that pre-

mRNA splicing can play an important role in regulating

gene expression even in a system that lacks the infrastruc-
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ture necessary for alternative splicing. Further, these

results argue against the notion that most transcripts

interact equally with the spliceosome, suggesting instead

that transcript identity is an important factor in determin-

ing splicing activity. Given the high level of conservation

of the basic splicing machinery, we predict that the mech-

anisms utilized by yeast to regulate pre-mRNA splicing will

also be important in higher eukaryotes, where they likely

underlie or augment the regulation of alternative splice

site choices.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Sample Collection and Preparation

Amino acid starvation experiments utilized either the wild-type strain

(yMB1) or the Dgcn2 strain (yMB2). The strain yMB1 was constructed

by repairing the HIS3 locus in the BY4742 strain (Brachmann et al.,

1998) using standard methods. The strain yMB2 was constructed by

disrupting the GCN2 locus of yMB1 with LEU2. A single master culture

of these strains was grown at 30�C in 250 ml of minimal medium lack-

ing histidine (Guthrie and Fink, 2002) until its optical density was be-

tween A600 = 0.5 and A600 = 0.7. An initial 15 ml sample was collected

by filtration using Millipore HAWP0025 filters (http://www.millipore.

com) prior to initiation of the time course. The filters were immediately

frozen in N2(l). Experiments were initiated by splitting the master cul-

ture into two 100 ml aliquots and adding either 5 ml of water or 1 M

3AT. At the appropriate times, 15 ml of cells were collected.

For experiments examining ethanol toxicity, a single master culture

of the strain BY4742 was grown at 30�C in 300 ml of YEPD (Guthrie and

Fink, 2002) until its optical density was between A600 = 0.5 and A600 =

0.7. Samples were then collected in a 96-well format as previously de-

scribed (Pleiss et al., 2007). Briefly, 180 ml of water or 100% ethanol

was added to each well of a 96-well plate. A reverse time course

was initiated by addition of 1.6 ml aliquots of culture to the appropriate

wells at the appropriate times. At the completion of the time course,

cells were collected by centrifugation at 5000 3 g for 5 min.

For experiments examining inactivation of Prp8, master cultures of

both the wild-type (yEJS1) and prp8-1 (yEJS17) strain were grown at

25�C in 100 ml of complete minimal medium until their optical densities

were between A600 = 0.5 and A600 = 0.7. Cells were shifted from 25�C

to 37�C, and 15 ml samples were collected by filtration (as above) at

the indicated times.

For experiments examining the nonessential RNA turnover mutants,

samples of each mutant strain (all derivatives of BY4741 [Brachmann

et al., 1998]) and the wild-type strain (BY4742) were grown at 30�C

in 50 ml of complete minimal medium until their optical densities

were between A600 = 0.5 and A600 = 0.7. Cells were then collected

by centrifugation at 3000 3 g for 5 min.

Samples for microarray analysis were isolated and prepared as pre-

viously described (Pleiss et al., 2007). Briefly, 25 mg of total cellular

RNA was collected from each sample and converted into cDNA for

each individual microarray. Data presented as figures are derived

from independent biological replicates, which were utilized to perform

dye-flipped microarray replicates. Additional experiments examining

distinct biological replicates have been performed and yield similar

results. Microarray images were collected and analyzed as previously

described (Pleiss et al., 2007).

Quantitative PCR

Total cellular RNA for quantitative RT-PCR experiments was treated

with DNase I (Fermentas, http://www.fermentas.com) according to

the manufacturer’s protocol prior to use. The cDNA was then pro-

duced as previously described (Pleiss et al., 2007). Quantitative PCR

was then performed using an Opticon from MJ Research (http://

www.mjresearch.com). Primer sets used in this study are shown in
ell 27, 928–937, September 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 935
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Table S1. Error bars in Figure 3 are the result of triplicate measure-

ments from a single biological sample. Standard deviations were

only slightly higher when comparing biological replicates. A series of

10-fold dilutions of genomic DNA covering a total range of 106 mole-

cules was used to generate the standard curves. Genomic DNA was

purified using a ZR Fungal DNA kit (Zymo Research) according to

the manufacturer’s protocol.

Supplemental Data

Supplemental Data include two figures and two tables and can be

found with this article online at http://www.molecule.org/cgi/content/

full/27/6/928/DC1/.
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